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sustains one s interest but it s really not very hard to find ludicrous inconsistencies in religious beliefs whatever their 
origin What he should be doing is writing to explain why a cultural construct like religion has managed despite its 
toxicity to survive over thousands of years of human history Th In the tradition of Bertrand Russell s Why I Am Not a 
Christian and Sam Harris s recent bestseller The End of Faith Christopher Hitchens makes the ultimate case against 
religion With a close and erudite reading of the major religious texts he documents the ways in which religion is a man 
made wish a cause of dangerous sexual repression and a distortion of our origins in the cosmos With eloquent clarity 
Hitchens frames the argument for a more sec From Publishers Weekly Hitchens one of our great political pugilists 
delivers the best of the recent rash of atheist manifestos The same contrarian spirit that makes him delightful reading 
as a political commentator even or especially when he s completely 
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